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Open door
China invites foreign investment and foreign faculty
Of Law School faculty who
have visited China-Whitmore
Gray, Wade McCree, Sallyanne
Payton, Terrance Sandalow, Allan
Smith, Eric Stein, James J. White,
and Christina Whitman-it is
Professor Gray who has been the
most frequent visitor to the Middle Kingdom.
Two years ago, on the occasion
of China's first comprehensive
law dealing with commercial contracts, Gray was invited to give
introductory lectures on contract
law in Peking, Xian, and Shanghai. Since then he has returned
to China several times, lecturing
on contracts in international
trade, on contract disputes, and
on product liability. He made his
most recent trip in January, with
Professor James J. White, to participate in a seminar on American
legal education in Guangzhou
(Canton).
This summer, he will be one of
the first American legal scholars
to teach for an extended time period in China. Under the auspices
of the United States Committee
on Legal Education Exchanges
with China (CLEEC), Gray will
join Walter Gelhorn (Columbia),
Paul Carrington (Duke), Wade
McCree, Jr. (Michigan), and
Robert Hudec (Minnesota) in a
month-long teaching program at
Jilin University that includes instruction in American legal
methods, civil procedure, and the
American court system, and specialized courses in administrative
law, contract law, and commercial
arbitration.
The reasons behind China's interest in Gray, a specialist in
contract law who is fluent in Chinese, are hardly inscrutable:
Since 1972, trade between China

and the U.S. has increased
fiftyfold. According to a recent
Time Magazine report, it totaled
$5.5 billion in 1984, and some 128
American firms now boast Peking
divisions. In China's "special economic zones," coastal enclaves set
up to encourage foreign investment and ruled by the slogan
"Time is money! Efficiency is
life!" Americans out-invest the
Japanese 50 to 1, notes Gray.
''American law firms with offices
in Hong Kong have been pleasantly surprised by the level of
Chinese business activity they're
enjoying," he adds.
Jilin University, where Gray
will spend his summer, is one of
several centers in China for the
study of comparative law. It is
located in northeast China, in
Changchun, a city whose age100 years-allows Gray to call it
"new." Jilin province is also home
to China's largest movie studios.
But for old-fashioned Hollywood
magic-the kind that transforms
back lots into instant cities-one
must look further south, to special economic zones like
Shenzhen, a once sleepy fishing
village that in two years' time has
become a prosperous metropolis
of one million a short hydrofoilride away from Hong Kong.
When Gray visited Shenzhen last
summer to conduct a series of
seminars for legal personnel and
high-level factory managers, he
found a thriving city whose assets included a solid industrial
base; modern residences, restaurants, and stores; and beachfront
resorts that draw a Hong Kong
clientele, as does the zone's new
university.
Indeed, China's motives for establishing the Shenzhen zone,

Professor Gray's fluency in Chinese and
his expertise in contract law have made
him a sought-after guest in China.

notes Gray, were political as well
as economic, designed to demonstrate that capitalist Hong Kong
could find happiness in "courtship" with socialist China (the
"marriage" is now slated for 1997,
when the British relinquish control of the island). To date, joint
Hong Kong-Chinese projects in
Shenzhen include a nuclear
power plant and a telephone
company. Direct dial service between Canton and Hong Kong is
but one indicator of the relaxed
relations China and Hong Kong
now enjoy. "Companies in Hong
Kong," Gray observes, "seem optimistic now about the transition
arrangements. The general framework looks good to them. There
may be problems for the individuals who live in Hong Kong,
but I don't think there will be
many for the businesses."
Since its establishment, Shenzhen has lured foreign capital
and joint ventures aplenty. Ac1
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Professor Whitmore Gray, right, is a frequent visitor at Chinese universities. At his left, Professor Zhang.

cording to the English-language
Beijing Review, Shenzhen had
signed 3,018 contracts with foreign companies as of last June.
Not surprisingly, both foreign investors and Chinese officials have
looked increasingly to China's
two-year-old commercial contract
law to secure their respective interests. "The foreign investment
area," Gray says, "is now the
most challenging area of
application."
Part of that challenge is applying to the international sphere a
contract law intended for domestic use. Before the law's 1982
passage, Gray explains, there
were no contract statutes to
which the Chinese could refer in
their dealings with foreign investors or trade representatives.
"They were always at a disadvantage," he notes. "It was obvious
to business people that a better
framework was needed." The
contract law was passed with the
idea that a general civil codewhich would regulate private
contracts-would be enacted in
the near future. None has yet
been promulgated, nor have the
special supplementary rules that
2

were to have covered international contracts been
forthcoming.
The result is that many questions persist. Most basic,
perhaps, is whether China's joint
ventures are subject to the domestic contract law or to the yetto-be-developed international law.
Gray attributes the surprising lack
of resolution on this issue both to
the domestic statute's technical
complexities and to its interpreters' relative lack of formal legal
training.
Lack of resolution on other issues hinges on regional
differences. Is approval from a
higher-level organization needed
for the contract of an economic
organization to be valid? Practices
in north and south China diverged so widely that framers of
the current law could not come to
an agreement and omitted all
mention of the problem.
It is also an open question
whether Chinese businesses, operating in a legal vacuum for so
many years, will alter longstanding practices to bring them into
conformity with the current law.
The law, for example, requires

contract negotiators to secure
written power of attorney before
signing on the dotted line for
their firms. Whether negotiators
will observe the provision is still
an open matter, Gray says.
Another area of Chinese concern is product liability. "They are
interested in the long-arm jurisdiction that American courts
might assert on manufacturers in
China," Gray explains. "They
want to know what contractual
arrangements with importers
might protect them, and what
governmental and manufacturingassociation standards they might
be expected to meet."
During Gray's early visits to
China, he found lawyers, judges,
and legal researchers more eager
to discuss theory than concrete
cases. "It was difficult then," he
comments, "to assess how the
Chinese were applying the contract law." That climate has now
changed. "The last few times," he
reports, "discussions have been
solidly business-oriented. It's become possible to gain some real
insight into developing Chinese
practices of drafting contracts and
dealing with contract disputes."~
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The Waukesha Chronicler
Brown studies legal history at the courthouse level
Last spring, after 37 years of
service to the Law School, first as
an assistant in research and finally as a research associate in
law, Elizabeth Gaspar Brown
retired.
Her actual retirement, determined by traditional methods,
lasted about two hours, the duration of the Law School luncheon
given in her honor. Then it was
time for Brown, a diminutive 70
year old with the will and energy
to spare, to get back to work in
her ninth-floor Legal Research
Building office.
Author of Legal Education at
Michigan: 1859-1959, Brown has
long served as the Law School's
unofficial historian. For nearly
four decades, '~sk Mrs. Brown,"
has been the automatic response
to questions about the school's
history-the years served by the
first dean, the name of the first
black law student, the cost o~ the
buildings, the names of the men
sculptured as gargoyles. "I've
known every dean since Henry
Bates," Brown observes, "and I
knew Sunderland who knew
Cooley."
A graduate of Rockford College
and the University of Wisconsin
Law School, where she was the
only woman in her class, Brown
worked first at Michigan with
William W. Blume, in connection
with his monumental six-volume
Transactions of the Supreme Court of
the Territory of Michigan: 1805-1836,
and their later investigatiqns into
the territorial history of the
United States. "He made me realize the importance of American
legal history," Brown remarks. "I
like to think I am following in his
footsteps."
After Blume's retirement,

Brown worked briefly with
Hessel Yntema and William B.
Harvey before joining the late L.
Hart Wright, with whom she
worked for over 20 years. As a
by-product of her research with
these scholars, Brown produced
three books and a series of publications dealing with air law,
American legal history, and
federal taxation. Concurrently,
she became-and remains-responsible for selecting materials
for the Law Library's Carleton
Fox Collection pertaining to the
federal taxation of income, estates, and gifts.
She also found time to compile
faculty bibliographies, explore unexplored comers in the school's
rich history, chronicle the background and accomplishments of
law faculty holding named professorships, and write four brief

s
articles on the University's
history.
Stimulated by her early work
with Blume, Brown used her vacations to pursue her growing
interest in the legal history of the
Middle West, specifically that of
Waukesha County, Wisconsin.
Like her grandmother who traveled to Pike's Peak in a covered
wagon, Brown was a pioneer: one
of the first of that small group of
legal historians to mine the vaults
containing America's county records-treasure troves of dusty
source materials about the actual
functioning of institutions like the
county poor house, jail, or board
of supervisors.
This type of record, housed in
the complex of buildings that
constitute the Waukesha County
Courthouse, regularly draws
Brown home to the Wisconsin
county to which her ancestors
emigrated in the 1830s. Working
with these documents-often in
a minimally heated and poorly
ventilated building with an upended file cabinet as her chair-

Elizabeth Gaspar Brown
3
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Brown has produced a series of
lively American Journal of Legal
History studies dealing with poor
relief, the operation of the county
jail house, and the history of
Waukesha's two nineteeth-century courthouses. Her present
research and writing-cause of
the brevity of her retirementfocus on the administration of
justice in the county during the
last century. Legal historian
Thomas Green hails her nearly
completed book on the subject as
a "significant undertaking." Its
sources lie in her background.
Brown grew up in Waukesha,
the county seat, in the years after
World War I. The summer resort
period, when the town was
known as the "Saratoga of the
West," had ended, but architectural survivors and tales of earlier
inhabitants brought that past
close. As the county chairman's
daughter, Brown received an
early, informal education in
county history and lore. Now,
using the knowledge, instincts,
and personal connections of a
native daughter, Brown has successfully gained access to county
and personal records that show
how this particular county implemented the obligations laid on it
by the Wisconsin Organic Act of
1836, the Wisconsin Constitution
of 1848, and territorial and state
statutes.
"I want," she declares, "to
know as far as possible what actually went on in the county's
institutions-not what is said to
have gone on." Brown is particularly interested in the types of
cases that came before the county
courts, and what these casesand the courts' handling of
them-reveal about prevailing
socio-economic conditions.
Brown's focus is the period between 1840 and 1890, largely
ignored by legal historians but
formative for the Midwest's governmental institutions. Too often,
4
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The first Waukesha County Courthouse
was erected in 1849.

The "new" Waukesha County Courthouse
was built in 1959.

she says, those years are dismissed as "Victorian" or viewed
through the perspective of
Godey's Lady's Book.
Brown's research may help revise the period's stodgy image.
"Despite the value Victorian society placed on stability, a number
of individuals led decidedly unstable lives," she comments.
Many of the latter ended up in
Waukesha's courts, and their tales
offer a peep-hole into the past, a
view of existing mores and patterns of life.
Although the bulk of the civil
business before the county's
courts dealt with land and commercial transactions, two
particular groups of cases throw
light on the personal affairs of
some of its residents: probate of
wills before the county court and
divorce proceedings before the

s
circuit court.
The wills presented for probate
show a predictable and steady
increase in the amount and diversity of property accumulated.
They also show a pronounced
shift in the choice of executor. In
the county's early years, a widow
had no part in the handling of
her husband's property; by the
1860s, however, she was, if not
sole executor, at least one of
several.
The divorce cases reveal behavior patterns that clearly fall
outside Victorian norms. Wives as
well as husbands deserted spouse
and family. Women as well as
men were charged with cruel and
inhuman treatment. In one case,
a young dentist complained that
his wife's insistence on being
present when he ministered to
"lady patients" had ruined his
business. In another, cruel and
inhuman treatment afflicted both
woman and beast: a wife accused
her husband of assaulting her
with a sack of baby pigs.
From her county chairman father, Brown inherited two
convictions: the importance of the
Midwest in the nation's history,
and the county's status as the
most misunderstood and underappreciated unit of American
government. Brown's Midwestern
roots, proclaimed with the quiet
pride of a Boston Brahmin, nourish her county-based legal
research and lend savor and realism to her findings.
"I know the contours of the
hills that surround Waukesha like
a cup," she says quietly. "I know
how the light falls on our Richardsonian court house, how our
Victorian forebears furnished
their living rooms and bedrooms
and kitchens and how they
thought and reacted and behaved. I have a sense of
belonging to the Midwest that the
next generation just doesn't
have." !!a
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\'VhoseideaisilanY'lVay?
New faculty ponder complex intellectual property issues
In this high-technology era,
intellectual property is fast becoming a high-interest legal
topic. But like current copyright
laws and patent casebooks, law
school curricula have lagged behind in their treatment of bits,
bytes, and chips and their realworld (pardon the pun)
RAMifications.
Things are changing, though,
at least at Michigan. This fall, the
Law School hired two new faculty members, Rebecca S.
Eisenberg and Jessica D. Litman,
who specialize in intellectual
property. Student interest in their
specialties runs high: Their
winter-term courses in copyright,
protection of technology, and
legal issues in scientific research
filled up faster than a blank minidisk. Eisenberg and Litman plan
to team-teach a fall-semester survey course in intellectual
property and are devising a fourcourse sequence that will do justice to this burgeoning area of
law and expanding legal
employment.
Eisenberg is a graduate of Stanford University, which awarded
her the B.A. in economics, and of
the University of California at
Berkeley School of Law, where
she was associate editor and articles editor of the California Law
Review. After receiving her J. D. in
1979, she was clerk to the Honorable Robert F. Peckam, Chief
Judge of the United States District Court for the Northern
District of California. She then
practiced with the San Francisco
law firms of Heller, Ehrman,
White & McAuliffe and Petty,
Andrews, Tufts & Jackson.
Eisenberg's principal areas of
interest within intellectual prop-

erty are the protection of
technology, trade secrets, and the
copyright protection of computer
software, areas in which she specialized during her four years in
practice. During those years,
other types of commercial litigation were also within her
purview. "In practice," she notes,
"you don't set your own agenda.
You can't ask a client's employees
to leave and form a new company using the firm's trade
secrets!"
The ability to set her own
agenda and to study intellectual
property issues in depth, without
the pressures and time constraints inherent in practice, were
the chief factors motivating Eisenberg's return to academe. She
also allows that universities seem
like home to her. She recalls how
her post-college desire to ''be out
in the real world" gave way, after
one year as an economist and
investment counselor, to a desire
to return to school. Once back
there, she was that rarity: a law
student who actually enjoyed the
first year. Fascinating clients and
issues made real-world practice
exciting and satisfying the second
time around. "But when I
reached the point when I had to
choose my path," Eisenberg explains, "I thought I'd give
academics a try."
So far, she has not been sorry.
"I can't think of anything I could
do to earn a living that I'd enjoy
more than teaching," she says.
She finds particular satisfaction in
giving students the tools necessary for tackling high-technology
legal issues. Although technology
is an important industrial asset,
Eisenberg notes that high-tech
law is still an underconcep-

Rebecca S. Eisenberg

Jessica D. Litman

tualized field. "The law has
evolved to handle less complex
problems," she offers. "Good lawyering can really make a
difference here."
Barring a total aversion to tech5
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nology, computer skills are not
necessary to such lawyering.
"You learn technology as needed
for a specific problem," Eisenberg
says. "But with clients in this
area, you have to push to get an
understanding that you know
enough to make a decision. And
clients often have a moral notion
of the rights and wrongs of a case
that doesn't necessarily coincide
with what the law says. Legal
rights have become more important quite suddenly in this area.
Maybe in time clients will internalize legal rules, and their sense
of right and wrong will coincide
more with the way the law operates. And the law may change,
too, to conform to their notions.
The disparity is bigger now than
it will be in the future, I
suspect."
Jessica D. Litman is a 1983
graduate of the Columbia University Law School, where she
served as notes and comments
editor of the Columbia Law Review.
After receiving her J. D., she
clerked for the Honorable Betty
B. Fletcher of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit. She holds an undergraduate degree in theatre from
Reed College and an M.F.A. degree in directing from Southern
Methodist University.
Unlike Eisenberg, whose intellectual property interests relate to
her contact with high-technology
clients, Litman acquired her taste
for the area through years in the
theatre. (The theatre-or rather,
the paralegal jobs she held offseason-is also the source of her
interest in mental health law.) As
a former theatre director, stage
manager, and occasional playwright, Litman brings a unique
perspective to questions of
copyright as they relate to artistic
creation.
As for Eisenberg, law is a second career for Litman. "When I
started directing," Litman ex6
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plains, "I decided that if I was
self-supporting and successful by
a certain age, I would keep it up.
Well, I reached that age, and I
had a stable job, I was making a
living and doing work that I
found satisfying. I didn't have to
leave directing. But I began to
question whether it was really
what I wanted to do. Over the
years, a number of young people
had come to me and asked advice
about going into the theatre. I
always said, 'Don't do it if there's
anything else that would make
you happy.' I decided to take my
own advice ."
The variety of legal career
paths offering the autonomy and
intellectual challenges of the theatre-without its tremendous
highs and lows-persuaded Litman that law school was the
ticket to change. Her interest in
copyright began as a practical
matter: Shortly before she enrolled at Columbia Law School,
she became embroiled in a
copyright dispute with a theatre
company for which she had

s

worked. "Here I was," she recalls, "an impecunious student
who didn't know any approachable lawyers in the copyright
area. I learned a great deal of
copyright law to deal with the
problem-and ultimately prevailed. In the process, I
discovered that the whole legal
area was absolutely fascinating. "
Later, as a second-year law student, Litman read virtually the
entire 26-year history of the
Trademark Act in connection
with a law review note she was
writing. The result was a solid
foundation in a closely allied
legal area.
The advent of photocopying,
disk copiers, printers, and cable
and satellite technology have created questions of ownership of
rights, copyright infringement,
and fair use never contemplated
by statute makers. "Technological
developments," Litman notes,
"have made many statutes obsolete even before their
enactment. One is constantly
dealing with omitted cases."~

~

Law School students made over 1.1 million photocopies on nine coin-operated copy
machines in the Law Library last year.
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To market, to market
How students clinch the deal in Room 200
It is a time when law students
shed their chrysalis of corduroy
and casebooks to emerge in the
full, brilliant panoply of lawyerly
colors: navy, charcoal-and, for
the very daring-muted brown.
It is a time that demands confidence-inspiring flannel, a time of
flybacks and crawlbacks, of anxiety and exhilaration, of pondering the future (work) while
coping with the present (school).
It is placement season, the ritual fall job hunt that occupies the
minds and bodies of second- and
third-year Michigan law students
and their compatriots at peer institutions across the nation.
For Michigan students, the
hunt nets an unusually fine bag:
by graduation, nearly 8S percent
have jobs. Within the months following graduation, the figure
quickly climbs to 9S percent.
Equally impressive, the figure
is almost recession-proof. "The
market for Michigan grads weathers the bad years very nicely,"
says Placement Office Director
Nancy Krieger. "In '83, for example, the market felt tight, and
there was a lot of student anxiety.
But 82 percent of our students
had jobs by graduation. They
simply had to look a little
harder."
The Law School's placement
figures have steered a steady
course through the tough economic straits of the recent past.
But there is much about the
placement process itself that has
changed over the last ten years.
When Krieger first arrived in
her job 12 years ago, only one of
the interviewers was a woman;
today women abound among the
interviewers, many of them
alumnae, who visit the campus.

Moreover, it was not so very long
ago, Krieger notes, that only the
top half of Michigan's classes
passed through the portals of
Room 200, home-on-the-road for
law-firm interviewers scouting for
the best and brightest associates
and summer law clerks. And not
so long before that, it was the
students-rather than the employers-who hit the road. But
"today, almost all of our students
participate in on-campus placement," Krieger observes.
Krieger bolsters her assertion
by consulting a thick black
looseleaf binder that is the office's
statistical repository. "In 1974,"
she says, skimming the pages,
"SS percent of our students reporting jobs secured them
through on-campus interviews.
In 1984, the figure was 7S percent.
Last year, there were 14,000 interviews in Room 200, and nearly
700 firms scheduled a stop in
Ann Arbor." (See accompanying
chart for additional IO-year
comparisons.)
The "marriages" arranged in
Room 200 are largely corporate
and private practice affairs. For
most students, the courtship begins in the second year, a date
the faculty often consider too
early and the students too late.
Despite the fact that no first-years
may interview in the fall-a
custom also observed at other top
law schools-nearly three-quarters of them do obtain summer
clerkships, up from SO percent a
few years back. "I've started distributing a list of firms willing to
hire first-years," says Krieger.
"This way, at least, the students
don't spend hours poring
through Martindale-Hubbell."
For second-years, as for the law

firms that recruit them, placement season is serious business.
For students, the summer clerkships offer legal experience,
salaries (as much as $SOO to $900
per week) to help defray the high
cost of law school, and the possibility of "permanent"
employment as an associate. For
the law firms, who woo their
clerks with summer programs
that are a mix of hard work and
hard, all-expenses-paid play, the
stakes are equally high: a chance
to secure the postgraduate loyalties of their first-choice
candidates. In the American Lawyer's 1984 Summer Associate
Survey, published as a special
supplement last October, most interns indicated that they were
eager to return to the firms
where they had clerked.
Well before October I, when
the six-week placement season
begins in earnest, Krieger and
her staff commence their preparations. Four identical sets of
notebooks, containing the interviewing firms' resumes, are
assembled; interviewing fees are
collected (a $200 charge per firm
was instituted this year); and
schedules are arranged. In early
September, Krieger and staff
member Carla Sally begin counseling students on the wisest use
of their 2S "option cards," the
chits they turn in to indicate their
interview preferences.
"I point out to the students,"
says Krieger, "that some firms
7
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care about grades; others don't.
Hopefully, I can help them to use
their time better. It's devastating
to interview with 12 firms who
won't take you. Better to have
the heart-to-heart and say, 'Look
at these firms."'
Krieger sees her role as steering students to the proper range
of firms rather than promoting
any one firm. "I try not to pinpoint particular firms," she
insists. "My opinions are often
based on a just a few people. A
student could go to a firm and
never see any of them."
She also encourages students
to take a realistic look at cities
other than Washington, D.C.,
Seattle, and Minneapolis-three
of the toughest, and most popular, markets. "Students need to
have second-city choices," she
says realistically. "If they' re too
narrow in their thinking, they
can find themselves without jobs.
They often come in with myths
that are difficult to break, such
as: 'New York is the only place to
practice exciting law.' There are
wonderful opportunities in
Cleveland."
As interview season gathers
steam, student "uniforms" undergo a radical transformation. To
the traditional law-student backpack another burden is added:
the plastic garment bag, slung casually over the shoulder, and
containing what we shall hereinafter refer to as "the interview
suit," garments cut so well, so
conservatively, and so identically
that Krieger has just cause for
claiming of Room 200: "It looks
like flight attendants' school in
there." Throughout the day, mildmannered law students enter
Hutchins's basement locker
rooms to kick off jogging shoes,
whip off crew necks and deposit
Levi's. Then, with a final tug at
discreetly patterned paisley ties,
they exit-like Clark Kent from
his phone booth-totally trans8
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At placement time, Room 200 is abuzz with activity.

The backpack and the Hutchins Hall
backdrop reveal this young lawyer's student status.

It's in the bag. Interview suit at the
ready, a student prepares to dress for
success.

B

formed, the picture of lawyerly
Yuppiedom.
Meanwhile, two floors up in
Room 200, prospective interviewees keep close watch on the
light board, waiting, as it were,
for their number to come up. The
light board was installed in 1981,
when 16 interviewing carrels were
added to Room 200's 14 original
interview rooms; lack of doors on
the new carrels made the previous "hang-around-outside-thedoor'' system both indiscreet and
obsolete. Now, with the flick of a
tableside switch, interviewers signal students that, ready or not,
it's time to head for the appointed place.
Functional (except when interviewers forget to flick the switch),
the light board is also a source of
levity. Like Director Krieger, more
than one student has chuckled
over the system's unintentional
kinship to those that alert delicatessen waiters that their orders
are ready. Among the more popular suggestions for the system's
enhancement was one in which
the interviewer, by pressing a
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companion "YIN" button, could
trigger an acceptance or rejection
letter, to be spewed out by a
printer conveniently located at
the exit. Indeed, Krieger's sole regret about the remodeling is that
the designer refused to have a
room or carrel numbered "13." "I
thought the best interview stories
would come out of Room 13," she
laments.
Each trial-by-interview has as a
possible and much-desired sequel,
the "flyback." Time-consuming affairs in which students are
wined, dined, and introduced at
company headquarters-all at
company expense, naturallyflybacks take students out of Ann
Arbor-and out of Law School
classes-with a frequency that
troubles many faculty.
Krieger freely concedes that
flybacks take students away from
their work. "Some students are
out of class a lot," she agrees. "If
you interview with 12 firms from
San Francisco and you get, say,
four flybacks, that can mean
three or four days-which may
translate into one one-week trip

It's easy to tell which of these three students is interviewing today.

s
or four separate trips. It can take
a lot of time, but I think that the
vast majority of our students do
not abuse the process. As glamourous as it sounds, it quickly
gets stale. It's grueling! Most students recognize that they can't
miss that much class, and they
do try to combine trips."
Dean Terrance Sandalow sees
other problems with flybacks.
"Some of the firms entertain the
students much too lavishly," he
contends. "They develop a false
sense of values, the idea that this
is what the rewards of practice
are. It conveys a subtle message
about the values of the
profession."
Professor James J. White disagrees. "I think the students
understand that flybacks present
an unreal world," he says. "Like
fraternity and sorority rushing,
flybacks are a symbolic way of
saying, 'We love you."'
But for both Sandalow and
White, placement's extraordinary
incursions on student time go far
beyond flybacks. "What is far
more significant, in my opinion,"
says Sandalow, "is the emotional
cost associated with going in for
interviews-the anxiety before
going in, the time needed to react
and review afterwards. That's the
diversion from the educational
program, in my view."
Faculties at the dozen or so
schools with large on-campus
placement programs share the
Michigan faculty's concern over
the amount of time students
spend in the placement process.
But students at midsize regional
law schools that lack on-campus
programs simply exchange oncampus interview time for the
endless hours they must spend
writing letters, Krieger points
out. With on-campus interviews,
James J. White observes, students
have a better opportunity to use
their "force of personality" to
convince interviewers of their
9
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On-Campus Placement: Then and Now

Number of interviewers
Schedules arranged for firms
Individual interviews
Alumni returning to interview
''.Alternative" jobs posted
Percent of jobs secured through oncampus interviews
Percent of students reporting jobs
at graduation
Salaries reported

1974

1984

419

697

581

990

7,000

14,000

410

553

633

1,450

55%

75%

75%

85%

$9,600-18,500

$20,000-50,000

Placement Office Director Nancy Krieger

merits. With letters as the sole
medium of contact, grades too
often become everything.
One possibility Sandalow finds
attractive is to compress interviewing season into a one-week
job fair, to take place the week
before the fall semester. Columbia Law School has instituted
such a system with success, he
notes; it might be less workable
at Michigan, however, because of
the Law School's more geographically diverse student body.
'~ny way you look at it,"
Krieger sums up, "placement
takes a lot of time-if you do it
right."
Even the student who has
"done it right" may have difficulty making a final decision,
however. Despite all the information gleaned and carefully sorted,
despite the differences in company style reflected in increasingly glossy firm resumes and
experienced first-hand during
flybacks, the final result may be
puzzlement.
It could be argued that puzzlement is a welcome state of affairs;
to have a choice may be the norm
10

for Michigan students, but it is a
luxury nonetheless. For the student eager to make a reasoned,
well-thought-out decision, however, the lack of certainty can be
unsettling.
"The work," notes Krieger, "is
frequently similar from place to
place. The differences will come
from the personnel, from how
the work is assigned and evaluated, from the feedback that's
given. Often it's frustrating because the students simply can't
get enough information about
these things. I remember one student who decided between two
'twin' firms on the basis of the
art work on the walls. In a way
that's not so bad. I'm convinced
that students must take into account how they feel. Law
students like to be very logical
about everything."
For students at the decision
point, as well as those just beginning the placement process, Law
School alumni are a critical resource, Krieger says. They are
especially important in helping
students who seek alternatives to
private or corporate practice, stu-

dents with whom Krieger and
her staff work diligently and
closely. Krieger cites as an example of alumni assistance the
recent case of a second-year student interested in family law.
"One of the first things I did,"
says Krieger, "was to locate
alumni in the cities she was considering. They helped scout out
the right firms for her to
consider."
Alumni have also been extraordinarily active in the alternative
career conferences that have become annual events at the Law
School. The conferences, like the
Public Interest Law Conference
reported on in Law Quadrangle
Notes, Vol. 28, No. 3, offer students first-hand information
about alternative job markets and
the not unimportant chance to
link up with other like-minded
students. "Even those who don't
want a corporate career may flock
to Room 200," Krieger notes.
"There's a sort of lemming effect.
When everyone is talking about
flybacks and offers, there's a real
sense of isolation for those who
are not involved."~
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Kudos all around
A bumper crop of awards for our faculty
This academic year, our faculty
members have garnered an impressive range of honors saluting
their professional accomplishments. In this article, we share
their successes with you:
D Next to the menagerie of
awards Distinguished University
Professor Joseph L. Sax has received for his defense of the
environment, Oscars and Emmys
seem rather tame. On a table
near his desk, a whooping crane
statuette perches; it is the National Wildlife Association's
Resource Defense Award,
awarded to Sax in 1981. A pace
north, a lone carved example of
Michigan's extinct passenger
pigeon roosts; the bird is a tribute to Sax's indefatigable work to
prevent oil drilling in Michigan's
Pigeon River State Forest, home
to the state's last remaining elk
herd.
Last May, the Sierra Club
added its paeans to those of the
many other organizations that
have honored Sax-among them
the Environmental Protection
Agency, the Free University of
Brussels, the American Motors
Corporation, and the Detroit Audubon Society. At its annual
meeting, it conferred on him the
William 0. Douglas Award, the
club's highest honor for legal
achievement. The award, in the
form of a plaque rather than a
statue, allowed its donors to catalog Sax's accomplishments in the
environmental sphere:
• Leading legal theorist for the
environmental movement.
•Author of Michigan's pioneering laws to protect the
environment.

• Forceful advocate for the sanctity of the national park ideal.
• Continuing counselor to the
country's environmental
community.
D John W. Reed, the Thomas M.
Cooley Professor of Law, has
been amassing honors at a rate
rivaled only by Michigan's annual
January snowfall. Last winter,
Law Quadrangle Notes reported his
receipt of the Association of Continuing Legal Education's
prestigious Harrison Tweed
Award. This year, two other organizations saluted Reed's
benchmark achievements in continuing legal education and the
improvement of the litigation
process.
In October, the Western Michigan Chapter of the Federal Bar
Association named Reed the first
recipient of its Service to the Pro-

Joseph L. Sax

s
fession Award for his "lifetime of
service as a teacher of courtroom
skills to the legal profession." In
January, he was the recipient of
the American College of Trial
Lawyer's Samuel E. Gates Litigation Award for 1985. Former
recipients of the Gates award,
which honors "a lawyer who has
made a significant contribution to
the improvement of the litigation
process in the United States," include the Honorable Edward
Weinfeld, U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New
York; the Honorable Erwin N.
Griswold, former dean of the
Harvard Law School and former
solicitor general of the United
States; Joseph A. Ball, Esq.; and
the Honorable Robert E. Keeton,
U.S. District Court for
Massachusetts.
D In January, Law School Professor Robben W. Fleming,
president of the University from
1968 to 1979 and former head of
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, was named the 1985
recipient of the National Colle-

John W. Reed
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giate Athletic Association's
highest honor, the Theodore Roosevelt Award.
The "Teddy," named for the
United States' 26th president, a
great supporter of intercollegiate
athletics, is presented annually to
"a prominent American for
whom competitive athletics in
college and attention to physical
well-being thereafter have been
important factors in a distinguished career of national
significance and achievement."
Of the award, Fleming said: "I
receive it more as a tribute to the
men and women of The University of Michigan than as a
personal honor, for it is they who
have demonstrated that one can
have a first-class academic program alongside a first-class
athletic program." Nonetheless, it
should be noted that Fleming left
his alma mater, Beloit College,
with letters in basketball and
track in addition to a bachelor's
degree.
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Robben W. Fleming

Alfred F. Conard

Allan Smith

Wade H. McCree,

Frank R. Kennedy, himself a former recipient of the honor.

Board of Directors of the American Judicature Society. Three
years ago the AJS, founded in
1913 to improve the workings and
public understanding of the judicial system, conferred its highest
honor, the Justice Award, upon
Judge McCree. 181

D Allan F. Smith, former Law
School dean, University vice
president and acting president,
has been named the first recipient of the Wallace S. Fujiyama
Distinguished Visiting Professorship at the University of
Hawaii's Richardson School of
Law.
D In September, Butzel Professor
of Law Emeritus Alfred F. Conard added the Rotary Foundation's highest award to his
lengthy string of credits. A member of Rotary since 1955, Conard
was named a Paul Harris Fellow
"in appreciation of tangible and
significant assistance given for
the furtherance of better understanding and friendly relations
between peoples of the world."
The award was presented, in a
surprise ceremony, by fellow Rotarian and Professor Emeritus

12

D The Honorable Wade H. McCree, Jr., Lewis M. Simes
Professor of Law and former solicitor general of the United
States, was re-elected to the
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Distinguished faculty
named to chairs
Two law school faculty members were honored with named
chairs this September. John W.
Reed now holds the Thomas M.
Cooley Professorship of Law and
Lawrence W. Waggoner holds the
James V. Campbell Professorship.
Established in 1978, the Cooley
and Campbell chairs are named
for two of the initial three professors in the Michigan Law
Department; they were held previously by Frank R. Kennedy and
Olin L. Browder, both of whom
retired last year.
For over three decades, John
W. Reed has served the University and the legal profession with
distinction. A widely recognized
and respected national leader in
continuing education and a former head of Michigan's Institute
for Continuing Legal Education,
Reed has been a significant force
in strengthening the quality of
CLE programs throughout the
United States. Last year, the Association of Continuing Legal
Education Administrators recognized his achievements in the
field by conferring upon him its
prestigious Harrison Tweed
Award.
Reed's major academic interests
center upon litigation. He has
twice served as Reporter for the
Committee on Rules of Evidence
of the Michigan Supreme Court
and has written frequently for
professional audiences on topics
in civil procedure and evidence.
The esteem in which he is held
by members of the litigation bar
is demonstrated by his election to
the Council of the Litigation Section of the American Bar
Association.
"The record of Professor Reed's
achievements," says Dean Terrance Sandalow, "would be
seriously incomplete without

John W. Reed

Lawrence W. Wqggoner

mention of his extraordinary gifts
as a teacher. Students' regard for
him is so high that enrollments in
his elective classes are regularly
limited only by the seating capacity of the rooms within the
School."
Reed's popularity with students
is echoed by the popularity and
esteem he enjoys among colleagues. Notes Sandalow: "It
exaggerates not at all to say that
without faculty members such as
John Reed faculty governance
would not be possible." Reed has
chaired or served on many of the
most important University and
Law School committees, bringing
to them, among his other assets,
unusual conscientiousness,
sound judgment, patience, and
good humor.
A graduate of William Jewell
College and the Cornell Law
School, Reed practiced in Kansas
City before receiving graduate
law degrees from Columbia University and teaching in
Oklahoma. With the exception of
four years as dean of the University of Colorado Law School and
visiting terms at Chicago, Yale,
and Harvard, he has taught at the
University of Michigan since 1949.
His many services to the profession include the editorship of the

International Society of Barristers
Quarterly.
Lawrence W. Waggoner, the
new Campbell Professor of Law,
is one of the nation's leading
scholars in the area of trusts and
estates.
Waggoner's writing has been in
the fields of wills, trusts, and future interests and the taxation of
gifts, trusts, and estates. In numerous important articles, books,
and proposals for legislative reform, Waggoner has examined
most of the major themes of
these highly technical areas. "His
scholarship," notes Dean Terrance
Sandalow, "reflects mastery of intricate subject matter, a deep
understanding of the practical
problems with which the law of
trusts and estates must contend,
and the high degree of inventiveness necessary to
reconceptualize areas of law that
are encrusted with history. The
same qualities that have led to
Waggoner's reputation as a
scholar have, not surprisingly,
also led to his becoming one of
the School's most highly regarded
teachers."
Waggoner holds a B. B.A. from
the University of Cincinnati and a
J.D. from the University of Michigan. Following graduation from
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law school, he stUdied at Oxford
University as a Fulbright scholar,
earning the D.Phil. degree. In
1968, he began his teaching career
at the University of Illinois,
where he remained for several

years before joining the University of Virginia law faculty. He
returned to Michigan as a visiting
professor of law in 1973 and was
appointed to a permanent position on the faculty in 1974.

An Academic Fellow of the
American College of Probate
Counsel and a Fellow of the
Michigan State Bar Foundation,
Waggoner has also been elected
to the American Law Institute. Im

Alumnus serves as
Supreme Court clerk

"Introduction to American Law"
to foreign graduate students enrolled at the Law School.
During 1983-1984, Syverud
clerked for the Honorable Louis
F. Oberdorfer of the United States
District Court for the District of
Columbia.

tanburg, S.C.); James Jacobson (Hon.
William Thomas, U.S. District Court for
the Northern District of Ohio, Cleveland,
Ohio); Steven Kaufmann (Hon. John
Kane, Jr., U.S. District Court, Denver,
Colo.); Lori Ketcham (U.S. Magistrate Steven Rhodes, U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan, Detroit,
Mich.); Elisabeth Long (Hon. Charles
Joiner, U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.);
Gretchen Miller (Hon. G. Mennen
Wtlliams, Supreme Court of Michigan,
Detroit, Mich.); Ned Miltenberg (U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia,
Washington, D.C.); Kathryn Montgomery
(Michigan Court of Appeals, Detroit,
Mich.); Grant Parsons (Hon. Richard Enslen, U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Michigan, I<alamazoo, Mich.);
Bradley Pickard (Hon. Charles Blackmar,
Missouri Supreme Court, Jefferson City,
Mo.); Glenda Pittman (Hon. Richard Enslen, U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Michigan, I<alamazoo, Mich.);
Mark Pollack (Hon. Stephen Reinhardt,
U.S. District Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit, Los Angeles, Calif.); Gary
Rosen (Hon. Leon Higginbotham, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit,
Philadelphia, Pa.); Kevin Saunders (Hon.
Kenneth Starr, U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia, Washington,
D.C.); Megan Scott-Kakures (Hon. Ralph
Guy, U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan, Detroit, Mich.); Eric
Sinrod (Hon. Samuel Conti, U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of California, San Francisco, Calif.); Joan Snyder
(Hon. Benjamin Gibson, U.S. District
Court for the Western District of Michigan, Grand Rapids, Mich.); Walter
Spiegel (Hon. Richard Freeman, U.S. District Court for the Northern District of
Georgia, Atlanta, Ga.); Russell Stewart
(Hon. Richard Matsch, U.S. District
Court, Denver, Colo.); Robert Stoddart
(Hon. Lawrence Margolis, U.S. Court of
Oaims, Washington, D.C.); Elissa Tonkin
(Superior Court of Massachusetts, Boston,
Mass.); James Weygandt (Hon. J. Edward
Lumbard, U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, New York, N. Y.); Charles
Wolfson (Hon. Cornelia Kennedy, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit,
Detroit, Mich.); Jamie Zimmerman (U.S.
Courthouse, New York, N.Y.). Im

Kent Douglas Syverud, J. D. '81,
has been serving as clerk to Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor during the Court's
1984-1985 term.
A native of Rochester, New
York, Syverud received his undergraduate degree from the
Georgetown University School of
Foreign Service. At Michigan, he
was awarded the Henry M. Bates
Memorial Scholarship, the Abram
W. Sempliner Memorial Award,
the Joel D. and Shelby Tauber
Scholarship Award, and the
Clifton M. Kolb Law Scholarship.
He received his degree magna
cum laude, and was elected to
the Order of the Coif.
Upon graduation, he remained
at Michigan to pursue graduate
studies in economics, receiving
his master's degree in 1983. In the
fall of 1981, he taught the course

Kent D. Syverud
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In addition to Syverud, thirtynine alumni who graduated in
August and December 1983 and
May 1984 hold state- and federalcourt clerkships this year:
Mariam Arlin (Hon. Robert Krupansky,
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Oeveland, Ohio); Manuel Arrieta
(Hon. William Bivens, Court of Appeals
for New Mexico, Santa Fe, N . Mex.);
Frank Ballantine (Hon. Nathaniel Jones,
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Cincinnati, Ohio); James Black (Hon.
John Feikens, U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan, Detroit,
Mich.); Bruce Brakel (Michigan Court of
Appeals, Lansing, Mich.); John Bulgozdy
(Hon. John Holschuh, U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio); Stephen Bushong (U.S.
Magistrate Marc Goldman, U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan,
Flint, Mich.); Margaret Chutich (Hon. Diana Murphy, U.S. District Court,
Minneapolis, Minn.); Marie Deveney
(Hon. Harry Edwards, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
Washington, D.C.); Gregory Frizzell
(Hon. Thomas Brett, U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of Oklahoma,
Tulsa, Okla.); Linda Glaza (Hon. Paul
O'Connell, 21st Judicial Circuit Court, Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.); Kyle Gray (Hon. Oarence Brimmer, U.S. District Court,
Cheyenne, Wyo.); William Holmes (Hon.
Louis Oberdorfer, U.S. District Court for
the District of Columbia, Washington,
D.C.); William Howard (Hon. Harrison L.
Winter, U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, Baltimore, Md.); Nelson
Hubbell (Hon. H. Russel Holland, U.S.
District Court, Anchorage, Alas.); Robert
Jackson (Hon. Donald Rusell, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, Spar-

